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January 28, 2013 Ch.3   Probability    Name:    
Definitions in Probability: 

1. Define  PROBABILITY EXPERIMENT:          

                

2. Define  OUTCOME:             

                

3. Define  SAMPLE SPACE:             

                

4. Define  EVENT:              

                

5. What is the difference between an EVENT and an OUTCOME?         

                  

6. What makes an EVENT a SIMPLE EVENT?           

                

7. List the sample space of rolling a single die and flipping a single coin at the same time? 
 

 
8. Describe the sample space of drawing a single card from a standard deck of cards?       

                

9. Which of the following events are SIMPLE EVENTS? 

A. Randomly selecting a card with a “3” from a deck of standard cards.         Is this a simple event?   Yes           No 

B. Randomly selecting a card with a “3 of hearts” from a deck of standard cards.  Is this a simple event?   Yes           No 

C. Guessing correctly on a true/false question.          Is this a simple event?   Yes           No 

D. Flipping two coins and having both coins land on heads.                    Is this a simple event?   Yes           No 

E. Flipping two coins and having one coin land on tails and one land on heads.    Is this a simple event?   Yes           No 

10. What is the sample space of flipping 3 quarters (use a TREE DIAGRAM)? 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
11. What is the difference between Empirical  Probability, Theoretical (Classical) Probability, and Subjective Probability? 

              

              

              

               



Determine whether each of the following are EMPIRICAL ,THEORETRICAL ,or SUBJECTIVE  probability and then 
determine the probability. 
  

9. What is the probability of rolling a standard six sided number cube to a number with 4 letters in the spelling of that number? 
 
 
 

   

10. Janice attempted to shoot 34 free throws with a basketball.  She made 19 of the free throws.  Based on those results what 
would you estimate the probability to be that she makes the next free throw? 
 
 
 
   

11. A weather forecaster suggests that there is a 40% chance of snow and ice on the next day. 
 
 
 
   

12. A person has 5 coins in their pocket. A dime, 2 pennies, a quarter, and a nickel.  If a person randomly picks one coin out 
of their pocket. What would the probability be that they get a penny? 

 
 
 
 

13. Define Complement of an event:            

                
  

14. What is the Complement of drawing a “numbered” card from a standard deck of shuffled cards?     

                
  

15. What is the difference between the probability and the odds of winning?        

                

 
16. Determine the following. 
a. What are the odds of rolling a standard six sided die to the number “2”? 

 
b. If the probability of winning is 20% what are the odds of winning? 

 
CLASSIC PROBABILITY 

17. What is the probability of flipping a coin and having 
it land on “Tails”? (write your answer in fractional 
form, decimal form, and as a percentage) 

18. What is the probability of drawing an odd numbered card 
from a standard deck of shuffled cards? 

 
 
 
19. A person has 20 Rap songs, 15 R&B songs, 20 Alternative songs, 12 Pop songs, 5 Country songs, and 18 Hip Hop songs 

stored on an MP3 player (a total of 90 songs).  If the person set the MP3 player to random shuffle, what are the odds of the 
first song being played being a Country song? 

 
 
 
20. What is the probability of flipping 

two coins and having both coins 
land on tails (make a tree diagram first)? 

21. What is the probability of flipping 3 
coins and having al l three land on tails 
(make a tree diagram first)? 

22. What is the probability of flipping 3 
coins and having exactly two of 
them land on tails? 
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GEOMETRIC and CONTINUOUS PROBABILITIES 
23.  Determine the following geometric probabilities: 

A. Tal-mart parking lot is 500 feet by 800 feet.  You just parked your car, 
which is approximately a rectangle with the dimensions 6 feet by 10 
feet. A bird flying overhead has just relieved himself by having a bowel 
movement. If the waste material has an equal chance of landing 
anywhere in the parking lot then what are the chances of it hitting your 
car.    
 
 

B. At an amusement park they allow attendants to try and throw a 
quarter onto one of two rectangular glass plates from a distance. The 
glass plates are sitting on a rectangular table. If the quarter is 
returned to the thrower if it misses the table and we are assuming it 
equally likely to land anywhere on the table, then what is the 
probability of landing the quarter somewhere on one of the two 
glass plates? 
 
 
 

C. At a Taco Mel’s they have a game in which you drop a dime in an 
aquarium type device.  If the dime lands on a special platform you 
win a free meal.  Determine your odds of winning the free meal if it 
looks like the diagram below. 
 
 
 
 

D. Assuming a dart is to land somewhere on a dart board, what is the 
probability of  the dart hitting the bull’s eye? 

 

 

 

 
INDEPENDENT PROBABILITY 
24. Determine the following probabilities if each of the following are independent. 
 

GIVEN:    P(A) = 0.8    P(B) = 0.25   P(C) = 0.6 

a. P( A and C) = 

 

b. P(A and B and C) = 

c. P(Rolling a 4 on a standard die and B) = 

 

d. P(Rolling a 2 on a standard die and picking a card with a “7” on it from a standard deck of cards) = 

 

 

e. If  your chances of losing the shell game if you randomly pick is 2 in 3. What are the chances that you would 
lose 5 games in a row? 

 

f. (BONUS) Nancy estimates that the probability that a tornado will strike with in the city limits on any given year 
is  0.75%. What is the probability of at least one tornado touching down in the next 5 years? (must use complements) 
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CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY 
25. Determine the following conditional probabilities. 

Consider a bag with marbles, 3 blue marbles, 2 red marbles, and 5 green marbles. 
Three marbles are drawn in sequence and are taken without replacement. 
 
i.  P(2nd draw: blue | 1st draw: red) =    ii. P P(2nd draw: blue | 1st draw: blue) =          

 

 

iii. P(3rd draw: blue | 1st draw: red, 2nd draw: blue) =   ii. P P(1st  draw: blue | 1st draw: red) =  

 

 

 

26. Determine the following conditional probabilities. 

Consider drawing 1 card from a standard deck of 
shuffled cards: 
 
 

 
i. P( Queen  | Face Card ) =  
 

 
 
 

 
ii. P( Heart with a Number | Red Card) = 
 
 
 
 
iii. P( Card with a Letter| King) = 

 

 
 
 
 
 
iv. P(number less than 6 | Face Card) = 
 
 
 
v. P( Black Jack | Face Card) =

  
 
27. Consider the following table with information about all of the students taking Statistics at Phoenix High School. 

a. P( Full-time | Male) = 

b. P( Male | Full-time) = 

c. P( Female | Part-time) = 

d. P( Full-time | Part-time) = 

DEPENDENT  PROBABILITIES 

28. Consider that 3 consecutive cards are drawn without replacement from a shuffled deck of cards (Dependent probability) 

a. What is the probability that the first two cards drawn are face cards? 

b. What is the probability that the all three cards are hearts? 

c. What is the probability that all three cards are a King? 

d. What is the probability that all three cards are the same (BONUS)? 

Reduced Fraction: 
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Reduced Fraction: 

Reduced Fraction: 

Reduced Fraction: 

 Full-time Part-Time Total 
Female 28 15 43 
Male 12 16 28 
Total 40 31 71 
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BAYES’S THEOREM (optional) 

 Bayes’s Theorem:       
       

|
|
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29. A Certain virus infects one in every 200 people.  A test used to detect the virus in a person is positive 80% of the time if the 
person has the virus and 5% of the time if the person does not have the virus. (This 5% result is called a false positive.) Let A 
be the event “the person is infected” and B be the even “the person tests positive.” 

a. Using Bayes’s theorem, if a person tests positive, determine the probability that the person is infected. 
(Additionally, create a probability tree – diagram to illustrate this.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

b. Using Bayes’s theorem, if a person tests negative, determine the probability that the person is not infected. 
 

 
 
30. (BONUS)  There are 20 quarters in a pile.  19 quarters are regular and 1 is counterfeit such that 

both sides are “HEADS”.  A coin is randomly picked from the pile and flipped 10 times in a row.  
The coin turns up heads all 10 flips.  What is the probability the coin was the counterfeit coin? 

  

MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE (Disjoint) EVENTS  vs. INCLUSIVE EVENTS 

31. Consider the VENN diagrams at the right to help you answer the following. 

a. P(A) = 

b. P(A and B) =  P A B =  

c. P(A or B) =  P A B = 

d. P(Ac) = P(A’) =  

e. P(A and Bc) =  'P A B = 

f. P(C) = 

g. P(C and D) =  P C D =  

h. P(C or D) =  P C D = 

i. P(Cc) = P(C’) =  

j. P(Cc and Dc) =  ' 'P C D = 

   

Determine whether each of the following are Mutually Exclusive  or Inclusive  and then determine the probability. 
  
32. What is the probability of rolling a standard number cube to a 

number that is even or greater than 4? 
 
 
 

 
33. What is the probability of rolling two dice and having getting a sum 

of 4 OR getting a sum greater than 10? 
 
 
 

Mutually  
Exclusive Inclusive 
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 P   
P(A) P(B) 
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0.4 
A and B are inclusive events. 

C and D are disjoint events. 

 P   
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0.4 0.5 

0.1 
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34. What is the probability of randomly 
selecting a card from a standard 52 card 
deck and having the card be a red card 
or a face card? 

 
 

 
 
 

35. What is the probability of randomly 
selecting a card from a standard 52 card 
deck and having the card be a face card 
or an odd numbered card? 

 
 
 
 
 

36. The following shows a VENN diagram with the results of a survey a teacher gave to all of her students. 
It represents where all of the students have gone to eat over the last month.  What is the probability of 
the following? 
A. What is the probability of randomly selecting a person from this group 

and picking a student that has NOT eaten at any of the restaurants OR 
they ate at McDonald’s? 

 
 
 

B. What is the probability of randomly selecting a person from this group 
and picking a student that has eaten at Mc Donald’s OR Chick-fil-a? 

 
 

 

SIMULATIONS 

37. Explain how you might simulate the following: 
a. A cat a litter of 3 kittens.  How might you simulate the sex of each of the kittens (not using a calculator)? 

              

               

b. Use your simulation for 3 kittens 10 times.  
          

c. Based on your simulation, what is the empirical probability that all three kittens were female? 
 

d. Anthony Morrow of the New Jersey Nets leads the NBA’s free throw percentage this year with 93%.  Using your calculator 

how could you simulate Anthony taking 2 shots from the free throw line.         

                        
 
                        
e. Use your simulation for Anthony taking two shots from free throw line 10 different times. 

 
 
 

 

f. Based on your simulation, what is the empirical probability that Anthony makes both shots? 
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January 28, 2013 Ch.3  COUNTING   Name:     

1.  How many distinguishable arrangements (permutations) of the following word are possible: 

a.  CONCURRENT     b.  BAGGAGE 

 

 
Determine first which to use Counting Principle, Permutations, or Combinations.  Then, determine the number of possibilities: 

  

2. A Chocolate Ice Cream Sunday is being prepared at Bruce & Stirs.  At the ice cream shop there are 10 different types 
of ice cream that can be used, 3 different types of syrup, and 2 different types of nuts.  How many different types of 
ice cream Sundays are possible if each contain one type of ice cream, one type of syrup, and one type of nut? 

 
 

3. A Chocolate Ice Cream Sunday is being prepared at Bruce & Stirs.  At the ice cream shop there are 10 different types 
of ice cream that can be used, 3 different types of syrup, and 2 different types of nuts.  How many different types of 
ice cream Sundays are possible if each contain two types of ice cream, one type of syrup, and one type of nut? 
 
 

 
4. 10 friends are at a party and they decided the party was boring and decided to go to a club in two different cars.  One 

of the friends, Susan, has an SUV that can carry 7 passengers.  So, Susan, can take 6  more of the 9 friends with her.  
How many different groups of 6 people are possible from the 9 remaining friends? 

  
 
 

5. A person is playing a card game called ‘21’  in which they receive 2 cards from a dealer.  If the order doesn’t matter 
how many 2 card hands are possible (52 cards in a deck)? 

  
6. There are 12 students are in a class. The students are instructed to line up on a set chorus stand.  That has 3 rows.  

The front row can hold 5 people. How many possible arrangements are there for the front row using the 12 students? 

  
 

7. How many unique license plates tags can be created if each is 6 characters such that the first three characters can be 
any letter or number but no character is allowed to be repeated in the first three characters, and the last three spaces 
can be any letter or number?  
 

 

8. The Mrs. Georgia pageant is taking place and there are 20 contestants. How many different ways could the pageant 
have a winner and a runner up? 
 
 
 

9. The following shows a lottery card in which a participant 
bubbles in  6 numbers out of 42.  How many different 
ways can a participant select a group of 6 numbers? 
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